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The article consists of five parts, where the first part formulates the problem, aim and objectives of the article. The aim of the article is to conduct a study of brand image and provide recommendations for brand image enhancement after theoretical analysis of the process of brand image formation. The aim is achieved with the help of the objectives formulated that seek: 1) to define and prove the conception of brand image theoretically, 2) to analyze the process of brand image formation, 3) to carry out the research on brand image, 4) to provide recommendations for brand image strengthening. The tools of classical marketing do not help answering the question why some brands are so unique or why the image of particular brands is better in comparison with others. Therefore, the article analyzes the problem how a positive brand image should be developed.

The second part of the article reveals the conception of brand image. Various models of brand image are presented and the importance of brand positioning in the process of positive brand image formation is proved in the same part as well.

The third part introduces and describes the modified model of brand image formation, enumerating three and the main phases of brand image formation that are brand identity, brand positioning and brand image.

The results of the empirical study of brand image are presented in the fourth part of the article. Conducting the empirical study of brand image the methods of qualitative and quantitative studies were employed. The aim of the empirical study was to examine Fizz brand image. The summary of the results and the recommendations for Fizz brand enhancement are presented after the empirical study of Fizz brand positioning and Fizz brand.

The last part provides the final conclusions for brand image formation.
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Introduction

The urgency. A company striving to achieve better results in the market in comparison with its competitors needs to acquire and retain particular uniqueness that cannot be imitated and would provide a competitive advantage. One of such resources that can hardly be imitated is brand image, possessed by the company.

Brand itself does not ensure the competitive advantage of the company in the market. Good results are achieved just by those companies which are capable of managing their brands, rendering brand identity, determining brand elements and defining brand uniqueness and equity. The development of brand image as well as its strengthening helps to retain a position in the market for a company under the conditions of intensive competition.

The problem. The conception of brand image combines the identification of brand image with intangible assets of the company that needs to be managed in order to use it efficiently. Under the conditions of globalization brand becomes one of the core tools in competitive market. It is extremely important to increase brand’s equity due to the fact that consumer’s attitude towards a particular brand influences consumer’s behaviour. Seeking to get consumer’s attention and make him/her choose a good of the company from many other provided in the market, companies should single out their goods among other competitive goods by performing theoretical and empirical studies. Therefore, the article analyzes the problem of how a positive brand image should be formed.

The object of the article is the process of brand image formation.

The aim of the article attempts at conducting a study of brand image and providing recommendations for brand image enhancement after theoretical analysis of the process of brand image formation.

The objectives of the article are:
1. To define and prove the conception of brand image theoretically.
2. To analyze the process of brand image formation.
3. To carry out the research on brand image.
4. To provide recommendations for strengthening brand image.

Research methodology includes systemic and comparative literary analysis, secondary data analysis, qualitative and quantitative studies. The qualitative studies are based on the method of a focus group while the quantitative studies employ the method of a questionnaire survey.

The Conception of brand image

In marketing literature great attention is focused on brand image which is studied from company’s and consumer’s perspectives. The approach of company is directed towards the improvement of marketing activity, connected with strategies of brand positioning and retaining of a positive brand image. Consumer’s approach is based on a consumer’s attitude towards the interpretation of brand image and brand equity. The significance of brand in the market is influenced by company’s ability to evaluate the fact how consumers interpret brand image.
and company’s ability to manage the strategy of brand positioning, adequately revealing brand’s equity to a consumer (Kotler, 2001).

Marketing literature provides a great number of brand image definitions. The table below indicates brand image conceptions of various scientists that are used while analyzing the conception of brand image in the article (table 1).

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Main meaning</th>
<th>Conceptions of brand image</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Park (1986)</td>
<td>Functional, symbolic and experience image</td>
<td>Brand image is not a simple phenomenon of understanding, affected by communication activity of the company. This is a consumer’s understanding of a complete brand set, developed by a company.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aaker (2002)</td>
<td>Associations</td>
<td>How is a brand conceived by a consumer</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Brand image associations are classified into concrete categories. G. Hankinson’s (2005) classification is presented in the second table, which indicates various models of brand image. The majority of the models group the associations into two categories: functional associations that indicate tangible features of good; and emotional or symbolic associations that reveal intangible features, reflecting consumer’s effect on social approval, self-expression or self-esteem (Keller, 1998; Hankinson and Cowking, 1993; de Chernatony, 1989). Other authors (Keller 1998; Park, 1986) indicate the third category, defined as experience. The associations are linked with consumer feelings, experienced while consuming a good or a service and the stimulation of inner need or variety satisfaction (Park, 1986).

Researcher Keller (1993; 1998) includes one more category of associations that is brand conception, combining the entire brand evaluation by a consumer. Brand associations play a very important role in the development of brand strategy. Scholar D. A. Aaker (1997) claims that brand associations have meanings that need to be grouped. These meanings should determine brand positioning; therefore, brands that are well positioned provide an attractive set of strong associations.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Functional associations</th>
<th>Symbolic associations</th>
<th>Experience associations</th>
<th>Brand conception</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hadkinson and Cowking (1993)</td>
<td>Functional attributes</td>
<td>Symbolic value</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>De Chernatony and McWilliam</td>
<td>Functional dimensions</td>
<td>Symbolizing dimensions</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Park (1986)</td>
<td>Satisfaction of functional benefit</td>
<td>Satisfaction of symbolic benefit</td>
<td>Satisfaction of experience benefit</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Keller (1998)</td>
<td>Functional benefit</td>
<td>Symbolic benefit</td>
<td>Experience benefit</td>
<td>Brand conception, indicating a universal brand evaluation</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: G. Hankinson 2005:25

Keller’s (1998) model reveals the idea that brand cognition consists of brand recognition and brand image as indicated in Figure 1. Brand image is detailed and expanded due to its complexity. Brand image is the result of suitability, intensity, uniqueness and brand associations characteristic for a consumer.

Keller’s (1998) model indicates various types of brand associations, such as attributes that may be item associated and non-associated, benefit that can be functional, experience and symbolic and brand conception.

Advertising outcome is frequently more addressed than the process itself while seeking for a successful branding, possible to be attained in different ways (D. Aaker and E. Joachimsthaler, 1997). However, the importance of advertising should not be rejected as advertising helps to develop brand recognition, cognition and image that, in turn, help retaining brand leadership. According to Doyle (1989), brand image is composed of many elements of brand identity where advertising is one of the most important as it informs consumers and is inseparable from brand positioning within consumer minds. Scholars D. A. Aaker and E. Joachimsthaler (1997) state that communication through the means of mass media becomes inefficient and expensive; thus, a majority of organizations in the process of brand cognition and brand association development and rendering choose alternative channels of communications and develop loyal consumers in such a way.
Analyzing brand image as a component part of branding it should be emphasized that conveying brand identity to a consumer, strategic development of brand image is of a significant importance. From the perspectives of organizations branding enlarges consumer’s loyalty, increases sales and helps expanding and retaining the market place (Gregory, 2001). The management of brand image becomes one of the most essential factors for the increase of brand equity as well as company’s.

Positioning importance

Brand positioning is extremely important in the process of brand image development. A method used for brand introduction is defined as positioning activity. The decoding of brand image in the target market depends on positioning strategies, carried out by a company and the way a message is created and rendered to consumers.

Different conceptions on brand positioning defined by various authors are presented in the table below (table 3).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Conceptions of brand positioning</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>de Chernatony (2001)</td>
<td>The process ensures the competition of a brand in the market and allows taking a different, significant and precious position in the consciousness of the target market consumers.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kapferer (2003)</td>
<td>Emphasis of distinctive features that provide distinction in comparison with competitors and become attractive for society.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The majority of marketing specialists claim that positioning depends to a greater extent on efficient marketing communications such as advertising and sales promotion. Other researchers such as S. Dibb and L. Simkin (1992) state that positioning is affected by pricing, distribution and the nature of a good.

Position is usually defined by attributes/ equity that are important to a specific consumer group (for example, price could be of major importance for visitors of Kwik Save shop, the level of services might be important for Hilton visitors and quality, environment and socialization could be important while choosing a restaurant).

G. J. Hooley (2001) identifies the following phases of the process:

- identification of competitors
- singling out of decision making attributes
- evaluation of decision making attribute
significance
- identification of competitor position according the most important attributes
- identification of consumer needs
- preparation of a positioning map
- selection of the desired position
- selection of positioning strategy

Forming a clear and consistent brand image, brand positioning becomes the background of marketing activity. Marketing professionals spend millions of dollars every year seeking to create and retain brand image. Their efforts are not fruitless and the proof of it is a strong brand image (for example, Marlboro or Pepsi). Theorists and practitioners (Levy, 1955, Park, 1986, Reis and Trout, 1986) note that the development of brand image, communication and maintenance make up the core for long-term success. (For example, the success of Harley Davidson positioning is authentic motorcycle experience).

It has to be noted that brand positioning in the market is not static especially in those cases when brand combines several item categories. The whole of similarities and differences helping to retain brand authenticity in one category may cause harm to the same brand within another category. In spite of the problems, connected with it, brand positioning remains a significant factor, conditioning the success of brand.

**Brand image development process**

Defining the development of brand image, it should be marked that a strong brand should have a rich and clear identity, adequately passed to the target market. Image should reveal brand concept together with real experience, corresponding to brand understanding. A recent consumer searches and wants to experience something unique and peculiar, what is associated with a brand. A mismatch of brand image with a consumer’s expectations gives a chance to competitors. Brand identity includes the desired meaning of a brand that would be decoded in the target market. Seeking to perform efficiently, brand identity should differ from that of competitors and be developed in a way, comprehensible to consumers.

Scientist Park (1986) states that brand success in the market depends on the choice of brand identity, the usage of identity developing image, and the guarantee that the image adequately transfers brand identity, chosen by a company, differentiating it from competitors and responding to a desired consumer’s equity. While Kapferer (2003) claims that brand image is the most efficient way of communication with consumers and reveals the significance of brand identity.

D. Aaker and Joachimsthaler E. (2001) mark the process of brand image development (figure 2).

**Figure 2.** Modified process of brand image development (D. Aaker and E. Joachimsthaler, 2003:54)
The second picture shows brand identity and the conceptions, connected with it. Twelve categories of brand identity elements are enumerated for four purposes: brand – good – good limits, features, quality/equity, experience, consumers, country producer; organizing – company features, local orientations versus global; personality – brand personality, brand and consumer relationship; symbols – a set of visual associations and inherited brand metaphors.

It should be noted that the structure of brand identity consists of principal identity, extended identity and brand essence. Typically, brand identity should possess from six to twelve parameters and only in this case it can reflect that what should be achieved with a help of a brand. J. Kapferer (2003) singles out the prism of brand identity that determines six elements of brand identity such as physical appearance, personality, culture, relationship, consumer’s self-image and consumer reflection.

According to D. Aaker and Joachimsthaler E (2003), all parameters of principal brand identity should reflect a construction strategy, usefulness and at least one association that should differentiate the brand and get the attention of consumers. Principal brand identity will not change even though the brand might be transferred to another markets or good categories. If consumers accept the brand according to its principal identity this means that the brand achieved its aim. The principal brand identity reveals to consumers and company employees that what is the most important.

Extended brand identity combines all identity elements that are not included into the primary identity and are subdivided into groups based on their importance. Principal brand, identity contains from two to four parameters that describe brand image narrowly. However, sometimes is it more purposeful to set a more narrow approach that determines brand essence, which can be defined as an idea, entailing a brand’s soul. Researcher J Kapferer (2003) states that brand essence originated from a wish to generalize brand identity and positioning. Brand essence includes the principal value that is offered (for example, *Volvo is the safest car*).

**Summing up theoretical studies of Aaker and Joachimsthaler (2003), Kapferer (2003), Keller (1998), de Chernatony (2001) and other authors it becomes obvious that the rendering of brand identity to consumers plays a significant role in the process of developing positive brand image, the correspondence between brand identities, revealed while building brand image, and the coding of meaning by consumers should exist.**

**Empirical study of Fizz brand identity**

**Research methodology.** The study of brand image employs a general marketing approach. The research process, conducting the investigation of Fizz brand image is based on the marketing research suggested by L. G. Shiffman and L. L. Kanuk (1987). The researchers L. G. Shiffman and L.L. Kanuk suggest starting marketing research by setting out the research aims and hypothesis that are formulated afterwards (Hypothesis is an unconfirmed statement or some possible solution that can be confirmed or denied applying empirical data.). In the second stage of brand investigation, secondary data is gathered and analyzed. If data is not sufficient for achieving study objectives, the primary research is devised and will constitute the third stage of the study. Scholars L. G. Shiffman and L.L. Kanuk suggest using qualitative and quantitative studies. First of all the method of qualitative studies is chosen and the interview plan and its place is constructed and scheduled. Gathering of qualitative data and its analysis is completed later on. Qualitative research terminates with a report preparation and the results of the research are used for quantitative studies. Therefore, the method of quantitative studies is chosen and tools for quantitative data collection are planned. After the research, the results received are analyzed, presenting final conclusions.

**The aim of the research is to examine the image of Fizz brand.**

**The hypotheses formulated are presented below:**

1. Fizz brand selection is related to functional features of the brand.
2. Fizz brand selection is related to symbolic features of the band.
3. Fizz brand selection is related to experience features of the brand.
4. Fizz brand consumers chiefly identify themselves with a cheerful, stylish, vigorous and young girl.
5. Principle features of Fizz brand personality are cheerfulness, vitality and softness.
6. Consumers while drinking cider Fizz image themselves as a cheerful, youthful, modern and active person.

**Design, course and results of qualitative studies**

**Research method.** For the purpose of conducting this type of study the method of focus group was selected. A focus group indicates a method of qualitative data collection when information is gathered during a planned discussion group (V. Dikčius, 2005).

**Research place, time and sampling frame.** The qualitative research took place in April 15, 2006. The focus group included eight respondents who are the residents of Kaunas city. The respondents selected were student-girls, aged 21-25, who like drinking cider Fizz. The discussion of a focus group took place in the bar under the name Kokočia and lasted about 45 minutes.

**Analysis of results.** The influence of brand while selecting light beverages. After the qualitative study of Fizz brand image was completed, it became obvious that brand itself influences the selection of light beverages. The majority of the participants stated that they consume only well known and well advertised brands. Some of the participants noted that brand determines the quality of a good, which, in turn, conditions the choice of those items. However, it can be stated that brand has a smaller impact on light beverage selection in a bar or a restaurant. The majority of the respondents claimed that they frequently order light beverages without naming a concrete brand.
**Fizz brand associations.** Fizz brand is frequently associated with tastiness, apples and pears. In addition to this, the respondents identified the associations of bubbles, sweetness, ice rocks, straws and quality. Fizz brand is not so much associated with hot summers.

**Physical appearance of Fizz brand.** Analyzing the opinion of the respondents about the physical appearance of Fizz brand it became clear that the opinions of the majority coincides while stating idea that the logo of Fizz brand catches a consumer’s eye. Most of the participants singled out the sound of Fizz brand name as well as the association of the fizz of the cider. All the participants of the survey unambiguously agreed on the attractiveness of Fizz fruit emblems. One of the members stated that “<...> the perfect fruit emblems make one swallow saliva in the mouth”.

**Consumer reflection of Fizz brand.** Seeking to analyze a consumer’s reflection as an element of Fizz brand identity the respondents were asked to define the consumer of Fizz cider. Most of the participants determined the consumer as a young, 18-25 years old, free, cheerful, vigorous, and willing to relax person. Therefore, it is possible to make an assumption that one of the factors for selecting Fizz cider is a wish to be similar to the consumer of Fizz cider.

Besides, it has to be noted that carrying out the investigation of brand consumer reflection, non-target market consumers (of older age), who choose Fizz brand had be questioned in order to find out the reason of their choice. Here it is possible to make an assumption that elder people consume Fizz cider seeking to be younger, more cheerful and active. However, due to the lack of time and funds, the research with non-target market consumers was not conducted.

**Fizz brand relationship with consumers.** Analysing the relationship of Fizz brand with consumers it is possible to mark to ways of communication:

- **direct communication with brand that is Fizz cider,**
- **marketing communications.**

The majority of the respondents identified direct communication with Fizz cider when defining their consumption environment. It is possible to enumerate places of direct communication with the cider, repeated by the respondents. They are an entertaining party, a bar, a coffee-bar and nature. In addition, the majority of the participants identified Fizz cider tins with aluminium foil as the care of Fizz brand consumers.

Examining the second way of communication with consumers it should be noted that the majority of the participants indicated the advertising of TV and various actions organized. Most of the participants stated that it were good to be aware of the assortment of Fizz cider and its production. Besides, the respondents would like to have more information about the caloric content, ingredients and the price. Analyzing sales promotion (various lotteries and actions) as another element of marketing communications the opinions of the respondents were different. Some of them claimed that they would like to see more events, lotteries and games organized (here the majority of participants identified games with a possibility of winning quickly, in real time and having the prize taken in a market place) while another stated that such events were not so much important for them as they did not participate.

**Fizz brand culture.** The analysis of Fizz brand culture was related to the culture of the company. Summarizing the opinion of the respondents it is possible to assert that there were two types of opinions prevailing. For some of the members the inner culture, environmental protection, charity and support of Fizz brand producer (Stock company Ragutis) was significant while for others not. It is possible to mark that a part of the respondents greatly emphasized the activity of environment protection. One of the respondents indicated that for her “<...> it was important to be aware of the fact that I choose the product of such a company that takes care of environment protection because <...> the company shows in such a way that it is concerned not only with the profit while polluting the nature”. Another part of the respondents claimed that while purchasing Fizz cider they never thought of environmental protection, or charity and support activities of the company.

**Fizz brand personality.** Researching on Fizz personality as an element of brand identity the focus group members were asked to characterize Fizz brand as a person. The majority of the participants enumerated such features of Fizz brand personality as free, cheerful, youthful and vigorous.

**Consumer’s self-image of Fizz brand.** Aiming to investigate consumer’s self-image the members were requested to indicate their personal characteristic features, identifying themselves as Fizz cider consumers. The majority of the respondents stated that drinking Fizz cider they imaged themselves as a cheerful, free, active and independent person. The answers completely coincided with the answers on Fizz brand personality.

**Design, course and results of quantitative studies.**

**Research method.** For the purpose of conducting quantitative study of Fizz brand positioning and image survey methods were selected. Survey is a method for gathering marketing data while questioning respondents face-to-face, via the telephone, post or in a mixed way (Urbonavičius S., Pranulis A., Pajuodis A., Virvilaitė R, 2000). This method allows finding out the opinion and attitude of consumers.

**Sampling frame and size.** Pranulis (1998) defines sampling frame as a part of a unit selected for research that can represent the society and provide the data needed.

Stratified sample includes Lithuanian residents with the age range form 18 to 25. The respondents were randomly selected. In such a way 70 students dwelling in Kaunas city were interviewed.

The research range was calculated by applying recommendations, suggested by V.I. Paniott (V.A.Jadov, 1987), presented in the table below.

---

83
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>INDEX NAME</th>
<th>QUANTITATIVE EXPRESSION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Size of general unit, $N$</td>
<td>300 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sampling size, $n$</td>
<td>399</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Probability of reliability, $P$</td>
<td>0.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selection bias, $\Delta$</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Due to the fact that the study was carried out just by one person and the amount of time and funds needed to interview 399 respondents it was decided to interview 70 respondents.

**Survey place and time.** A mixed type survey method was employed for the study. Some of the respondents interviewed were master students from the faculty of Economics and Management in Kaunas University of Technology. The respondents were given the questionnaires during their lectures. Another part of the questionnaires was emailed. The survey took place in April 2006.

**Study results. Functional benefit of Fizz brand.** The third figure presents the selection of cider Fizz, influenced by functional benefit. It is obvious that the strongest qualities of Fizz brand are perfect taste, a reasonable price and good flavour. It was agreed with these qualities by 77 %, 71% and 65% of the respondents. Thus, it is possible to note that physical appearance of the brand gets lower attention, though a bigger part of the respondents (53%) claimed that their choice was influenced by the appearance of a bottle or a tin, while another part of the respondents (41%) had no opinion regarding the attractiveness of Fizz brand logo and its colours. Still the same percentage of the respondents indicated that their choice was affected by attractive logos and colours of Fizz brand.

**Symbolic benefit of Fizz brand.** Figure 4 exhibits the selection of Fizz brand, influenced by symbolic benefit. The figure shows that the choice of Fizz brand is not conditioned by symbolic benefit. The majority of the respondents unambiguously stated that the choice of Fizz brand did not influence the popularity of the respondents, respect of their friends, higher social status or image of the respondents.
Experience benefit of *Fizz* brand. Figure 5 reveals the choice of *Fizz* brand conditioned by experience benefit. Examining the results it is possible to note that the majority of the respondents do not associate the choice of *Fizz* brand with experience benefit. It is possible to single out two qualities of *Fizz* brand that are associated with consumer experience. They are possibility to relax and the provision of cheerfulness. Correspondingly 41% and 35% of the respondents agreed with such qualities. Besides, the majority of the respondents had no opinion about this type of *Fizz* brand features, conditioned by experience benefit.

*Fizz* brand consumer’s self-image. Figure 6 indicates consumer’s self-image of *Fizz* brand. The figure shows that the respondents, consuming the cider chiefly identify themselves as a cheerful, modern, active, youthful, emotional, and informal citizen consumer.
**Fizz brand personality.** Figure 7 presents the personality of Fizz brand. The figure provides the idea that the majority of the respondents agrees or completely agrees with the statement that Fizz brand is youthful (88%), light (59%), cheerful (59%), vigorous (59%), tasteful (53%) and soft (53%). In addition, a bigger part of the participants disagrees with sexuality as a personality feature of Fizz brand. The opinions of the respondents differentiated mentioning such features as naturalness, innovations, sociability and self-confidence and some of the respondents claimed that they agreed the brand to have the mentioned features of Fizz brand personality, while others disagreed, and the percentage of the answers was practically similar. Summarizing it can be mentioned that there is no common opinion about personality features of Fizz brand.

**Fizz brand consumer reflection.** It is obvious that Fizz consumer would like to be a cheerful, young, stylish, energetic and sport-like woman who is a show star, surrounded by friends.

**Fizz brand relationship.** Figure 8 presents the evaluation of Fizz brand relationship with consumers, emphasizing marketing communications. The figure clearly indicates that consumers evaluate advertising most of all and 59% of the respondents stated that advertising was important or very important. The evaluation of various loyalty programs is lowest as 65% of the respondents claimed that loyalty programs were unimportant or not important. Examining price discounts and the importance of the actions organized a part of the respondents regarded it to be important and very important while another indicated it as unimportant and not important. However Fizz price discounts are still important for 53% of the respondents, but various actions organized are not important for the same percent of the respondents.

![Figure 8. Evaluation of Fizz brand relationship with consumers.](image)

![Figure 9. Evaluation of Fizz brand culture](image)
**Fizz brand culture.** Figure 9 provides the evaluation of Fizz brand culture. Fizz brand culture is associated with company’s culture. The figure clearly shows that consumers evaluate the reputation of the company and the process of cider Fizz production very much (59% of the respondents marked it as important or very important). Besides, company’s activity for environment protection seems to be important for choosing cider for almost a half of the respondents (47%). The participation of the company in various support and charity events and employee interrelationship appeared to be the least important. 65% and 94% of the respondents marked it as unimportant or not important.

After the completion of empirical research of Fizz brand positioning and Fizz brand image it is possible to provide the following summarizing of the results:

- The majority of the respondents claimed the choice of Fizz brand to be conditioned by perfect taste, a reasonable price and a good flavour. Therefore, the first hypothesis is confirmed, stating that the choice of Fizz brand is based on functional benefit of the brand.
- The respondents unambiguously claimed that the selection of Fizz brand is not associated with higher status, higher respect from friend and other symbolic features of Fizz brand benefit. Therefore, the second hypothesis is not confirmed and it is possible to make an assumption that the choice of Fizz brand is not conditioned by symbolic benefit of the brand.
- The majority of the respondents did not associate the choice of Fizz brand with experience benefit; however, evaluating separate features of Fizz brand experience benefit such as becoming more cheerful or relaxed it can be noted that the majority of the respondents agreed and had no opinion. Thus, it is possible to state the partial confirmation of the third hypothesis.
- The consumer of Fizz cider would like to imagine herself as a cheerful, young, stylish, vigorous, sport-like woman and a show star, surrounded by friends. This allows confirming the fourth hypothesis.
- Fizz brand personality features that were singled out most of the time were youthfulness, lightness, cheerfulness, vigoroussness, tastefulness and softness. This confirms the fifth hypothesis.
- The respondents consuming Fizz cider associated themselves with a cheerful, modern, vigorous, youthful, emotional and informal citizen consumer. This confirms the sixth hypothesis.

**Recommendations for strengthening Fizz brand image:**

- Taking into consideration the fact that the choice of Fizz cider is based on functional benefit and paying attention to the quality and the taste, the producer should seek for the highest quality, use natural ingredients and implement the standards of global quality management in the company.
- The company should implement the system of environment protection, due to the fact that consumers are more and more interested in the company’s culture while choosing Fizz cider.
- Seeking for successful communication with consumers the following marketing communications means could be used: advertising on TV, Internet, and the press and in the market place; promotion while organizing actions, momentary games, where prizes are taken immediately, price discounts and various actions with bars, clubs and restaurants.
- Within the positioning statement it should be emphasized that Fizz is devoted to cheerful, rampageous and independent youth, and is characterized by light, fresh and soft taste, is of high quality and a reasonable price.
- Taking into consideration that all consumers, drinking Fizz, identify themselves with a young, cheerful, stylish, vigorous girl, surrounded by friends, who should be depicted in advertisements.
- Consumers should be informed about the production process, calories and assortment of Fizz cider.
- Bearing in mind the fact that consumers conceive Fizz brand not only as light, tasteful and youthful but cheerful, vigorous and soft, the producer should organize parties in bars, clubs and restaurants, emphasizing Fizz cider as the drink of the party.

**Conclusions**

After the completion of theoretical studies of brand image formation, the following conclusions can be made:

- After the analysis of the conception and models of brand image, provided by various authors, it was noted that the majority of authors identified functional and symbolic dimensions of brand image. Besides, brand image was associated with experience while consuming a particular brand.
- Summarizing the opinion of various authors, it is possible to conclude that the choice of brand positioning strategy is connected with brand identity. Positioning is exploited as the aspect of specific identity in a certain time, market and against accurately defined competitors.
- Analyzing the identified processes of brand image building it was noted that decisions, connected with positive brand image were suitable only then when consumers understood brand identity correctly.

After the completion of empirical studies of Fizz brand identity and image relationship the following conclusions can be made:

- The choice of Fizz brand is conditioned by functional brand benefit. The majority of the respondents claimed that the selection of Fizz brand was influenced by perfect taste and flavour.
- The choice of Fizz brand is not associated with symbolic benefit. The respondents unambiguously
stated that they did not identify the choice of Fizz brand with a higher status, bigger respect from friends or other symbolic features of Fizz brand benefit.

- The choice of Fizz brand is partially associated with experience benefit, due to the fact that a big part of the respondents indicated such features of experience benefit as becoming more cheerful or relaxed.

- Enumerating consumer’s reflection it has to be stated that the consumer of Fizz cider would like to see herself as a cheerful, young, stylish, vigorous, sport-like woman – show star, surrounded by friends.

- The following features of Fizz brand personality were indicated in the majority of cases. They were youthfulness, lightness, cheerfulness, vigorousness, tastefulness and softness.

- Fizz brand has a meaningful name, positive associations, attractive logotype and colourful emblems.

- The respondents, while consuming Fizz cider, identify themselves with a cheerful, modern, active, youthful, emotional and informal citizen consumer.

- Consumers evaluate the reputation of the company the production process of Fizz cider most of all. It can be stated that a big part of the respondents is interested in environment protection activity of the company.

- Advertising and price discounts are evaluated most of all in the relationship of Fizz brand and consumers. Loyalty programs and price discounts are not important.
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Prekės ženklo įvaizdžio formavimas

Santrauka

Įmonė, norinti rinkoje pasiekti geresnių rezultatų nei konkuren- tai, turi įgyti ir išlaikyti unikalumą, kurio negalima imituoti ir kuris suteikia konkurencijai pranašumą. Vienas iš tokių sunkiai imituojamų išteklių yra įmonės turimas prekės ženklas.

Prekės ženklo pats savaime nežinoma įmonės konkurencinio pranašumo rinkoje. Gerų rezultatų pasiekti tik įmonės, sugabučios valdyti prekės ženkla, pertekiant jo identitetę, apibrėžiant jo elementus, unikalumą bei vertę. Prekės ženklo įvaizdžio kūrimas ir stiprinimas padeda įmonėi išlaikyti požiūrį į rinką ir intensyvios konkurencijos sąlygomis.

Prekės ženklas koncepcija apima prekės ženklo sutapatinimą su įmonės nemažaliuoju turu, kuri būtina valdyti norint jį efektyviai panaudoti. Globalizacijos sąlygomis prekės ženklas tampa viena iš
pagrindinių priemonių konkurseininge kovoje. Kadangi vartotojų požiūris į prekės ženkłą turi didelę įtaką vartotojo elgesiui, būtina didinti prekės ženklo vertę. Siekiant, kad vartotojas pasirinktų būtent šios įmonės prekę iš daugelio sūlų rinkoje, įmonėi būtina išskirti prekę iš konkurentų, atliktu prekės ženklo įvaizdžio teorinius ir empirinius tyrimus.

Problema. Kaip formuoti teigiamą prekės ženklo įvaizdį.

Straipsnio objektas – prekės ženklo įvaizdžio formavimo procesas.

Straipsnio tikslas – teorinių išanalizėjimas prekės ženklo įvaizdžio formavimo procesas, atlikti prekės ženklo įvaizdžio tyrimą ir pateikti įvaizdžio stiprinimo rekomendacijas.

Straipsnio uždaviniai:
- Apibrėžti ir teoriskai pagrįsti prekės ženklo įvaizdžio sampratą.
- Atlikti prekės ženklo įvaizdžio tyrimą.
- Pateikti prekės ženklo įvaizdžio stiprinimo rekomendacijas.


• Didžiosios dalies respondentų nuomone, *Fizz* prekės ženklo pasirinkimą lemia puikus skonis, prieksnamai kaina, puikus aromatas. Pirmoji hipotezė pasitvirdino. *Fizz* prekės ženklo pasirinkimas remiasi funkcine šio prekės ženklo nauda.

• Respondentai beveik vienareikšmiškai tvirtino, kad *Fizz* prekės ženklo pasirinkimas nėra siejamas su aukštesniu statusu, nei su labiau domisi kultūra, nei su kitomis simbolinėmis *Fizz* prekės ženklo naudos savybėmis. Antroji hipotezė nepasitvirdino. *Fizz* prekės ženklo pasirinkimas nėra siejamas su požiūriu į tokias atskiras *Fizz* prekės ženklo pasirinkimo sąlygas kaip reakcijos įvairiai situacijose.

• Didžioji dalis respondentų nesieja *Fizz* prekės ženklo pasirinkimo su patyrimine nauda, tačiau įvertinant tokias atskiras *Fizz* prekės ženklo patyriminės naudos savybės, kaip tapimą linksnesniu ar atsipalaidavimą, galima pastebėti, kad nemaža dalis respondentų pritarė ir neturėjo nuomonės. Trečioji hipotezė dalinai pasitvirdino. *Fizz* prekės ženklo įvaizdžio stiprinimo rekomendacijos:

  • Atsižvelgiant į tai, kad *Fizz* sidro pasirinkimas remiasi funkcine nauda išskiriant kokybę bei skonį, siekti aukščiausios kokybės naudojant natūralias medžiagas, įgyvendinant visuotinės kokybės vadybos standartus įmonėje.

  • Įmonė turėtų siekti įdiegti aplinkosauginę sistemą, kadangi vartotojai rinkdamiesi *Fizz* sidrą vis labiau domisi įmonės kultūra.

  • Siekiant sėkmės komunikavimo su vartotojais, naudoti šias marketingo komunikacijos priemones: reklamą – televizijoje, internete, spaudoje bei pardavimo vietose; pardavimų skirtumą rengiant akcijas, momentinius žaidimus, kuriuos prižiūrėtų atsakingi darbuotojai įmonės kultūros vadybos skyrius kartu su buities, klubais bei restoranais.

  • Pozicionavimo teiginių pabrėžti tai, kad sidras *Fizz* skirtas linksmai, švelnų, nepriklausomam jaunimui, išsiskiria lengvu, gaiviu ir švelniu skoniu, yra aukštos kokybės ir yra priimamas kaimo nuomone.

• Atsižvelgiant į tai, su kuo vartotojai save tapatiniai, sidro *Fizz*, reklamoje turėtų būti vaizduojama linksma, jauna, stilinga, energinga mergina draugų būryje. *Fizz* prekės ženklo įvaizdį galima pritaikyti įvairiai situacijoms.

• Vartotojai turėtų būti informuojami apie sidro *Fizz* gamybos procesą, sudėties ir kalorijų kiekį. *Fizz* prekės ženklo įvaizdį galima pritaikyti įvairiai situacijoms.

• Atsižvelgiant į tai, kad vartotojai suvokia *Fizz* prekės ženkłą ne tik kaip lengvą, skoninguą, jaunatvišką, bet ir linksmą, energingą ir švelnų, organizuojant vakarinės barų veiklos, klubų veiklos, akcentuojant vakaro gerimą – sidrą *Fizz*.